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Ballater laughed. "Well, what do you expect? If you
shut yourself up and talk philosophy, any woman will play
hell with you. And lying on the floor, if you have a figure
like hers, isn't a bad way with philosophers/'
"I observe," said Ramsdell, "that you are becoming less
paternal. You have noticed the shape of her.'1
"A few hours ago/' Ramsdell had said. She had been
stretched out in the place where Ballater was now tracing
patterns on the rug \vith the stump of a poker; and so
deeply was the vanished scene impressed on Lewis's mind
that, while the others continued to discuss her, she ap-
peared again before him. He heard her say: "Why don't
you go on, Lewis?'* and through his imagining of the
silence that had followed her words came Ballater's voice
saying: "The thing to judge a woman by is the back of her
neck." The discussion of her had not a greater frankness
of sensual judgement than commonly entered into discus-
sions of women at the cottage. On Ramsdell's side, it was
shrewd and light-hearted; on Ballater's, a mingling of
sentiment and forgivable vanities. Open, laughing, un-
ashamed, it yet observed its own restraints, if any other
woman had been its subject, Lewis might have joined in
it easily enough, but, through his knowledge that resent-
ment of it was unreasonable, there arose^in him a hot
anger because it was of Julie they were speaking. Not what
they said, but that they spoke of her as they would speak
of other women, fired and silenced him. For him she was
full of secrets hidden from the world. By his knowledge of
her, now and in the past; by the years' obscure weaving of
her life with his own; by his power to perceive in her what
none other could perceive, she was ringed about and set
apart.
"The key to almost every woman," Ramsdell was say-
ing, "is her peculiar, personal pride. Find out what that
is and you can begin to decode the whole cryptogram.
Men run closer to type. Most of us follow more or less a
set rule of honour; you can find out pretty soon how fkr a
man will go, and in what directions; apply a certain know-
ledge of him to the conventional rule, and you can guesa

